
  
 
 

History of the program CONVERT 
Changes and Supplements 
 

Freeware for converting between the file formats dBase, CSV and SDF 
 
Detailed Information about the program CONVERT: https://www.killetsoft.de/p_cona_e.htm 
Translation of this history to other languages: https://translate.google.com/ 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 13.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 13.xx 
13.01: Copyright notice to INI file added. 
13.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 12.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 12.xx 
12.04: Certification of the program and the installer renewed. 
12.03: Entering the unlocking parameters improved. 
12.02: Test data from the product "Geodata International" are no longer offered. 
12.01: During installation warnings are given about risks from illegal cracks. 
12.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 11.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 11.xx 
11.01: Increased stability and speed with a new development system. 
11.01: Delivered with new Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs). 
11.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 10.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 10.xx 
10.01: Several info files replaced by links in README.PDF and LIESMICH.PDF. 
10.01: English language file README.PDF reworked. 
10.01: German language file LIESMICH.PDF reworked. 
10.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 9.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 9.xx 
9.03: Window displayed at the first program start adapted to the screen size. 
9.02: Messages are displayed for a longer time in the status bar. 
9.02: Line numbers of CSV files in error messages are displayed correctly. 
9.01: CSV data fields may contain field separators and field delimiters as characters. 
9.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 8.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 8.xx 
8.01: Dialogs to open and save files improved. 
8.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 7.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 7.xx 
7.03: Program description actualized. 



7.02: New button "KilletSoft program info". 
7.01: Info file info_?.pdf actualized and extended. 
7.01: CONVERT and the install program have got digital signatures. 
7.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 6.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 6.xx 
6.14: The hint "Only the first 128 kilobyte are shown!" is shown in the correct context. 
6.13: dBase data columns are displayed with correct width. 
6.12: dBase-Viewer is displayed with chosen proportional font. 
6.11: Bright color for data viewers and data browsers. 
6.10: New designed user Interface. 
6.10: Buttons and settings placed on the right site of the window. 
6.09: Two new buttons for choosing Unicode fonts. 
6.09: Choosing of a proportional font to display CSV text in the viewers. 
6.09: Choosing of a monospace (fixed pitch) font to display SDF text in the viewers. 
6.08: Virtual screens are supported (one or more Monitors). 
6.08: Jump to the first monitor when sizing fixed. 
6.07: UTF8 encoded files are displayed in their original character set. 
6.07: Unicode files are displayed in their original character set. 
6.07: Presentation of non-Roman characters in the viewers is possible. 
6.07: As examples: Greek, Cyrillic, Chinese, Japanese and Arabic. 
6.06: Fixed a bug when displaying a file opened in "Append" mode in the data viewer. 
6.05: In the data viewer only the read bytes without trailing blanks are displayed. 
6.04: Incorrect display when resizing has been removed. 
6.03: Stricter measures against software piracy. 
6.03: Free update possibility with conventional use increased for at least one year. 
6.02: Success and failure notes on 64bit systems are confirmed by audio output again. 
6.02: Program window displayed with a colored background. 
6.02: Concomitant information as PDF files instead of Wordpad DOC files. 
6.02: Browser windows displayed with a colored background. 
6.01: WINDOWS10 certification after intensive test. 
6.01: Initial size of program window actualized. 
6.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 5.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 5.xx 
5.01: When different count of data fields in CSV records detected, record number is shown. 
5.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Program release CONVERT 4.00 
Changes and Supplements during the version CONVERT 4.xx 
4.01: Translations and structure of the install program improved. 
4.00: New main version number. 
 
 
Hint: 
The author would be happy to receive information and suggestions from users for further development of future 
versions of the program. Please send your experiences and suggestions to: 
 
 
Killet GeoSoftware Ing.-GbR 
Escheln 28a 
47906 Kempen 
Germany 
 
Phone: +49 (0)2152 961127 
Telefax:+49 (0)2152 961128 
 
Email: https://www.killetsoft.de/email.htm 
Internet: https://www.killetsoft.de 
 


